Abstract. In the field of the biomedical sciences there exists a vast repository of information located within large quantities of research papers. Very often, researchers need to spend considerable amounts of time reading through entire papers before being able to determine whether or not they should be curated (archived). In this paper, we present an automated text classification system for the classification of biomedical papers. This classification is based on whether there is experimental evidence for the expression of molecular gene products for specified genes within a given paper. The system performs pre-processing and data cleaning, followed by feature extraction from the raw text. It subsequently classifies the paper using the extracted features with a Naïve Bayes Classifier. Our approach has made it possible to classify (and curate) biomedical papers automatically, thus potentially saving considerable time and resources. The system proved to be highly accurate, and won honourable mention in the KDD Cup 2002 task 1.
Introduction
The explosion of information technology has given rise to an exponentially increasing amount of data being created and stored in large databases. These databases contain a rich source of information. There has been growing interest in the application of information extraction [1] [2] [3] to help solve some of the problems that are associated with information overload. However, due to their sheer volume an enormous amount of manual effort is needed to analyse them. Many of these databases are used for archival purposes only.
With the advent of efficient and reliable computational methods many of these databases are being analysed in view of extracting useful information from them. One such database that the authors have analysed belonged to the biomedical domain. This database, which focused on the Drosophila Fly [4] , was provided as competition set in the Eighth ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. The authors' team participated in the competition and was awarded a honourable mention.
The focus of this competition was to automate the work of curating (archiving) biomedical databases by identifying what papers need to be curated for Drosophila gene expression information. This competition was an attempt to use automated technology to try to filter relevant papers from such vast archives. It examined the work performed by one group of curators for FlyBase [5] (A Database of the Drosophila Genome), a publicly available database on the genetics and molecular biology of Drosophila (fruit flies).
In this work, we implemented a computational method to extract features and relevant statistics from the free text in the papers and made use of Naïve Bayes Classifiers [6] for classification of papers.
Although the accuracy of our system might be less than what could be possible by manual classification by a human, experts can verify the information against the paper. This will serve as assistance because they are able to process large quantities of text quickly in batch.
Problem Description
In this work, we focused on learning models that could assist genome annotators by automatically extracting information from scientific articles. The task was elaborated as follows; [7] For a set of papers, given: 1. A paper on Drosophila genetics or molecular biology 2. A list of the genes mentioned in that paper Produce the following output: 1. Provide a YES/NO determination of whether any experimental results of interest for this task are reported in that paper on any molecular products (transcript and/or polypeptide) of those genes; we called it doc-level in this paper.
2. Indicate for each gene (in the list) the product type(s) (transcript (TR) or polypeptide (PP) or both) for which there are experimental results of interest. It is called doc-gene-level in this paper. 3. Provide a RANKING of the papers in the test set in an order so that the papers more likely to require curation (i.e. contain experimental results of interest for some gene product) are ranked higher than the papers that will not require curation (do not contain experimental results for some gene product).
In the following paragraph, the data given in training set and testing set will be elaborated. It includes the text paper( paper in text format), gene list, evidence file, the gene synonyms database and so on and so forth.
There were 862 text papers and 249 text papers in the training and testing data sets respectively. The text papers were derived from the HTML version freely available in the public PubMed system. An extraction of typical paper is shown in Fig. 1 .
For each paper in both the training data and testing data, there was a template called a 'gene list' as shown in Fig. 1 . The question marks (for each gene product), had to be replaced by either a 'Y' or a 'N', thus forming a corresponding 'answer sheet'. The answers ('Y' or 'N') for papers in the training data were given while the answers for the testing data were to be filled up by the system to be developed.
In the answer sheet, it was decided that two levels had to be considered. One was the doc-gene-level which indicated whether or not there was experimental evidence for a particular gene. Another was the doc level. Any of the 'Y's at the doc-gene-level would lead to a 'Y' at the doc-level. A 'Y' at the doc-level meant that the paper had experimental evidence of interest and should be curated. There were 283 curated papers out of 862 papers in the training data. For each of the curated papers, there was a corresponding evidence file provided by Flybase. Each file contained the experimental evidence of interest mentioned in the corresponding paper. The evidence was in the form as it appeared in the FlyBase database, as opposed to always being direct passages from the paper. An example of experimental evidence of interest listed for a paper was that in the file for one paper, one line was:
<EVIDENCE GENE="Phm" PRODUCT="Phm-RA" PTYPE="TR" EVTYPE="TRL"> 1.7 (northern blot)</EVIDENCE>. This line indicated that an experimental result found in the paper was for "Phm-RA", a "TR" transcript of the gene with the symbol "Phm". The result was that the transcript length ("TRL" field in FlyBase) was 1.7kb, which was found using "northern blot" analysis. According to Flybase, any evidence that fell into the 15 types for TR and 12 types for PP was considered sufficient evidence for the presence of the corresponding gene product. The evidence files played an important role in the training of a model. These files are discussed in greater detail in a later section. INTRODUCTION (Michell, 1989) , phagocytosis, and … <article file="R100" pubmedid="7540168"> <curate>?</curate> <gene symbol="Plc21C"><tr>?</tr><pp>?</pp></gene> <gene symbol="norpA"><tr>?</tr><pp>?</pp></gene> </article> <article file="R100" pubmedid="7540168"> <curate>Y</curate> <gene symbol="Plc21C"><tr>N</tr><pp>N</pp></gene> <gene symbol="norpA"><tr>Y</tr><pp>Y</pp></gene> </article> Lastly, a gene synonyms database was also given because a common complication of reading papers on Drosophila was that different papers could refer to a gene by some name other than the gene symbol. For example, one paper used the name of "guf2" for the gene with the FlyBase symbol "SmD3". This gene was also referred to as CG8427. To help deal with this, FlyBase maintained lists of these alternate names (synonyms) that were updated as the curators read more papers. The database given in training data also was also applicable in testing data.
Based on the problem description and the training and testing data, we were required to build a system in the manner as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Approach taken
In building the system, we took three steps -data pre-processing, data preparation for the classifier, and model building.
Data Pre-processing
The original articles were formatted as raw text files. The text in these files contained large amounts of noise. In addition, the formatting of these original articles was irregular and inconsistent. As mentioned before, many synonyms were being used to refer to the different genes, which increased the complication. As such, extensive preprocessing and data cleaning needed to be carried out so that the articles could be represented in a manner by which features could be properly extracted and relevant statistics about these features generated.
Noise Removal. The first step in pre-processing the data was the removal of certain control characters in the raw text that would otherwise interfere with the detection of gene symbols within the text. More specifically, these characters are '@' and '-'. These characters, in many cases, appeared at either the beginning or end of a gene symbol (or a synonym for a gene). In order to carry out the synonym replacement or statistics generation, these control characters had to be removed. Otherwise, modules that
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scanned the text for these words would not be able to locate them. This output from noise removal was then passed into the module that performed the synonym replacement.
Synonym Replacement. Using synonyms to reference a particular gene is very common in biomedical papers. To find out the occurrence of a gene, it is necessary to replace all the synonyms with the original gene symbol.
Formatting. Document formatting was included as part of the pre-processing. It took the pre-processed article files as input to generate a corresponding file that was formatted in a consistent manner, with special tags to indicate the location of different sections and paragraphs in the text.
Feature Extraction. Extraction of features from the articles involved searching for gene symbols and various evidence keywords from the text. According to the task documentation, there were tens of evidence types. We managed to use 12 types in building the model. We generated two types of keywords in which one type was from evidence files themselves (e.g. the phrase "northern blot" was picked as one keyword for an evidence of a transcript) and the other type was manually extracted from the training texts by domain experts. When the two sets of keywords were ready, the statistics generation was carried out. We were interested in the distance between a gene symbol and the keyword. For instance, if the gene and the keyword were in the same sentence, the distance was 0. If keyword is in the next sentence, the distance was 1. Within a single paragraph, the distances were calculated and recorded in an output file that was generated for each evidence type. To find the needed yes/no (Y/N) answers, we decided to split our system into 2 levels. One level determined whether experimental evidence existed for a product (transcript (TR) or polypeptide (PP)) of a particular gene within a particular paper or document (doc-gene-level). The other level determined whether such evidence existed for any gene in a particular paper (doc-level). A 'Y' for any gene product at the docgene-level would lead to a 'Y' at that paper's doc-level, which meant that the paper should be curated .
Data Preparation for Classifier Building
After the final stage of text processing, a list of doc-gene examples is produced. This list contains some examples where all the attributes contain no values. This happens where none of the keywords being searched for is present, especially for the negative examples. Before the data is imported into the classifier, all these doc-gene combinations are removed.
Condensation of Paragraph.
For each doc-gene combination, if there are several times in which a gene occurs within one paragraph, there are several repetitive representations for this doc-gene example. However, only one example is necessary. As such, we removed the redundant examples.
In essence, the doc-gene example that had the minimum distance between a particular gene under consideration and the other keywords was chosen as the representative example. All ties were kept. This was done to both the positive and negative examples.
Manual Checking. This step is only applied to the training set. Upon removing the repetitive doc-gene examples found within the same paragraph, the positive examples to be given to the classifier were manually chosen. Once the positive examples are manually selected, they are combined with the other negative examples. Because the answers are an abbreviated form of the evidence files, these files were not available for the test set.
Final Input into Classifier. The data generated from the text are transformed to the final format. For the nth keyword, the minimal absolute distance (KWn) is kept and the count (KWn_count) of its appearance around the gene under consideration is listed as a feature. Hence, for each keyword two features are created. The section in which the particular example occurs is also used as a feature. After this preprocessing, the data is ready for classifier building.
Model Building
The Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) has been used as an effective classifier for many years [8] . The use of NBC facilitated quick running time. This was essential for our system, which required building multiple classifiers, each with a large number of input records. The ROC curve [9] and the F-measurer were used as scoring mechanism.
Building Classifiers. There are two-stages for model building (each having a classifier). In the first stage, the doc-gene examples (statistics of KWn, KWn_count) are given as input to the first classifier. An initial classifier model is built. The output of the classifier was probabilistic estimates of whether a 'YES' class (for Evi) is obtained for a given doc-gene example which was done by 5-fold cross validation. As such, there was a probability estimate for all doc-gene examples. The doc-gene examples are not unique because some ties were kept. There could be more than one example for a particular doc-gene. Since the final scores are computed for distinct doc-gene examples, it was necessary to finally compute a F-measure based on distinct doc-gene examples. This was carried out by picking the example with the highest probability for similar doc-genes so that only one of them was used as the representative example. At the end of the first stage, a set of distinct doc-gene examples was available for input into a second classifier.
In the second stage, distinct doc-gene patterns are used to train the classifier. The probabilistic output is used to compute the ROC curve and F-measure at the doc-gene level. In plotting the ROC, the number of true positives was taken to be the actual number of positively classified documents in the entire set of training documents. In this way the model was built for each evidence type. Figure 3 shows the model.
Ci is the ith part of the first classifier; Evi is the ith Evidence type Evidence at Doc-Gene-Level and Doc-Level. For each gene listed with each paper, steps were carried out to answer the doc-gene-level Y/N questions by determining whether experimental evidence existed for that gene's TR products and similarly for PP products. For example, let the scores for the three genes in paper R100 be as follows: gene R100-norpA is 0.86, R100-Plc21C is 0.06 and R100-w is 0.05. Then 0.86 will be chosen as paper R100's representative score. A threshold was set by maximizing [ROC + F-measure].The score of a paper was not only critical for curation of a single paper. It also determined the position of the paper in the ranked list. The higher the score is, the higher the paper is ranked.
Results
The following table was provided by KDD cup 2002 committee, showing the results from all submissions. Each of our scores was within the corresponding first quartile. Our approach performed quite well on the "ranked-list" (81%) and "yes/no curate paper" (73%) subtasks.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, an approach has been provided for detecting evidence of gene-product formation in biomedical papers. In particular, a document collection on Drosophila was studied. The biomedical articles were initially pre-processed to remove noise and to provide for standardization between articles. Important features were then extracted and used as input into a Naïve Bayes Classifier. We found that domain knowledge was essential for the feature extraction task. A classifier was built for each evidence type, the results from which were finally combined for evidence detection of geneproduct formation.
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